Case Study

BellaSeno

ResearchGate helps medical device startup BellaSeno find an expert Design Engineer

Institution

BellaSeno is a Medical Device Startup aiming to develop, manufacture and market a new generation of breast implants.

Position

Design Engineer

Challenges

• Finding candidates with creativity, innovation and an entrepreneurial spirit
• Role requires Bachelors/Masters degree in Mechanical Engineering, Architectural Engineering or a related subject

Results

• 1,500 views
• 33 verified applications
• Successfully hired candidate with PhD in Computational Geometry for 3D Printing for role

1.5k Views
33 Applications
1 Candidate hired

“We received applications from much higher quality and targeted candidates compared to other websites, and successfully hired for our role.”

Mohit P. Chhaya, PhD, CTO, BellaSeno

For more information, visit: solutions.researchgate.net